
Since Covid, John and I have noticed the difficulty we have encountered making 
connections with those of you supporting the programs in our ministry here in Costa 
Rica.  In the coming months Globe International will be updating a new financial 
reporting system application allowing us to communicate directly and quickly with 
all of you supporting us.  We are extremely excited about being able to make better 
connections on a more consistent basis.  That being said, we also need your help to 
build our support community.  Would you consider sharing about us by tagging us 
in your social media circle? We are the body of Christ and we need your help!
Facebook: Mission to Costa Rica- Preescolar Pescaditos del Salvador
Instagram: mission_to _costarica

Expected growth:

We are preparing for our biggest number of children EVER, starting this fall of 2023.  
Our new preschool building allows us to have 50 children on our campus.  So get 
ready to see our pictures and updates online as that is the quickest and easiest way 
to stay in communication.  Make sure to follow us on Facebook and Instagram!

Personal updates:

Our girls are doing wonderful. Mari has adjusted into her married life with our 
wonderful son in law Ben and they will be celebrating their one year anniversary in 
September!  Maddie is starting a new job in mental health at Fairview, U of M, and is 
very excited.  She also will be moving into a new apartment with one of her closest 
friends.  It is wonderful as a parent to see them both do so well and settle in after 
college life.

John thankfully was able to get a medical nerve ablation in his back while in the U.S. 
to help alleviate his extreme back pain.  He is excited to see how this might help 
him manage in his everyday life.  I also had a small surgery to remove my tailbone.  
What a silly thing to have removed but it was a BIG pain in the butt, quite literally.  
Although the recovery is a bit long I am very thankful I am now able to hopefully 
have some pain relief.

Retreats:

We are getting ready to promote our new Retreats starting next year 2024!  Stay tuned 
on our social media for more updates.
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